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1 . Abstract
In recent years, the NFT services based on Metaverse have gained tremendous popularity among
people and one of the areas is game item NFT. As more P2E games based on NFT have come into
the market, more P2E games also have been created. The most notable difference from the
conventional games would be that new business models have been added as the decentralization
based on NFT has been achieved, to this end own NFT exchange has been set up and transaction
commission fees are received. It has brought up explosive reaction in the sense that from the user’s
perspective, while playing the game, economic values can be produced, and the ecosystem of
Metaverse can be linked or other communities are created, therefore they can enjoy the games bidirectionally. That differs from general 2 D games or unilateral game method. It is very out of the
conventional way of P2W (Play to Win). New users have been attracted to the gaming market.
Due to the explosive popularity and growth potential of these Metaverse-based NFT services and
P2E(Play to Earn) games, many game companies are entering the market. That business model of
commission over NFT transactions, which needs no concern over the commission fees which the
conventional payment system intermediaries of iOS, google App store have taken away, and rises of
the corporate values thanks to prospect over the new users and NFT market growth have all
together enticed many VCs and corporate to investment.
Metaverse and game contents, and relevant technologies are rising as the growth engine for the
next generation even to the global markets and conglomerates and technological development and
M&As have been happening. Apple, Meta(formerly known as Facebook) and others have already
entered into Metaverse business and MS acquired the global video game holding company
ActivisionBlizzard, bearing in a mind potential business expansion into the Metaverse.

The very first P2E game grafting Blockchain and NFT with Metaverse is Axie Infinity, an NFT-based

online video game developed by Vietnamese star-up Sky Mavis. NFT-based Metaverse Platform “The
Sandbox” secured Series B financing worth of 110 Billion won from SoftBank for the first time in the
industry.
Joined in the trend, ONSTON aims not only re-construct the ecosystem with the P2E service but also
to propose a blueprint for muti-Metaverse ecosystem which the pre-existing NFT-based Metaverse
P2E services have not offered. Particularly, ONSTON’s unique VR(Augmented Realty, AR) production
know-hows, facial recognition technology, and customized 3D Avatar sub-characters and it’s
immersive interaction which are enabled by VR game technologies will bring you more realistic and
vivid experience. Also the new experience of creating, merging and trading NFTs across all
metaverses will provide values beyond simple ownership of items. The Metaverse which ONSTON
visions to create is not a place where you can simply decorate the given LAND, complete missions
for rewards, you can escape from series of A-B-C actions to a world where you can experience with
VR and enjoy the laziness in everyday life, more similar to the reality.
ONSTON offers a variety of experiences in sports, arts and cultural activities while playing a game.
ONSTON Metaverse’s VR experience space, concerts and venues in collaboration with many
companies, and all other virtual worlds on Metaverse which will be met as expanded experience via
ONSTON with ONSTON’s VR technologies. All of these virtual spaces are interconnected organically
in the multi-metaverse realm providing advanced experiences.

2. Shifts in market
Recently NFT service based on metaverse is explosively popular. Metaverse is a combined word from
Meta meaning to supersede and Universe, signifies a digital virtual world. As the key industry
technology to underpin the Metaverse, the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) is gaining attention. And the
game market is one of the most well-adopted area with the NFT and Metaverse.
The paradigm of the game market is shifting to Play to Earn (P2E) games from games which spend
money in-game items for sake of playing the game. Leaving behind the conventional Play to Win
(P2W) method, the companies are going to add virtual asset model to the preexisting business
model which only sells in-game items, furthermore they come with up a blockchain based platform
which enables to bring in own NFT transaction platform. Consequently, commission fees for NFT
transactions will be added to the profit system, thus the center of the conventional profit system can
move to the game companies and players from the platform like iOS or Google play store. From the
users’ perspective, it couldn’t be better to be P2E as they can earn while playing game unlike the
before they had to be prodigal with buying in-game items. It may be the reason that, once the P2E
is applied, then although it is a similar from other games, its turnover jumps up to dozens of times
and the stock price of the company soars, etc., many companies are taking aggressive stance to

enter into the market.

As metaverse and game contents, and relevant technologies are rising as the growth engine for the
next generation to the global markets and conglomerates, large investment are being made. Apple,
Meta (formerly known as Facebook) and even MS have already been investing enormous amount.
Meta’s Horizon Worlds Beta went public as Oculus Quest in which a user putting on Oculus VR
headset appears as an avatar having only upper body which can play games or interact with other
users. Meta is going to put in 10 billion dollars for a year only for technical development. And MS
revealed that it would acquire Blizzard for 68.7 billion dollars (81 trillion and 883.5 billion won)
keeping the metaverse business expansion in mind.
WeMade, the pioneer in P2E game, released the MIR4 global proving its competitiveness in NFT.

MIR4 Global adopted blockchain technology based on WeMix Platform to realize an economic
system which utilizes both token and NFT both, and that passed 1.3 million concurrent users across
the world, continuing its success.
The very first P2E game grafting Blockchain and NFT with Metaverse is Axie Infinit, and Sky Mavis, a
Vietnamese startup that developed the P2E game Axie Infinity in 2018, has become a unicorn
company worth $3 billion after receiving investment from Silicon Valley's leading VC, Andreessen
Horowitz. This year alone, $1 billion is expected to be traded at Axie Infinity, with the market
capitalization of AXS, a token issued by Axie Infinity, worth 9 trillion won and 800,000 daily users.
“The SandBox,” a sister company of the Sky Mavis, as a metaverse and NFT combined game platform,
is a P2E game based on User-Generated Content (UGC) and monetized through digital real estate
transactions or in-game item NFT transactions in the metaverse world. The SandBox with more than
650 thousand users have received Series B investment worth of 110 billion won from SoftBank for its
many Intellectual properties and technological savvy in possession.

In the P2E games, it is that not only the gaming can be enjoyed, but also economic activity is
possible. Axie Infinity secured more than 1 million global users and made it to 590 million dollars
sales over one quarter by the method which makes in-game item as NFT for sales. As such, it
probably would be the reason which more attention and development efforts concentrate over the
P2E. Naturally in the past there were game players who make living on selling in-game items but
only to the certain transactions. They made profits by selling items on Item Mania website, etc. But if
the game was folded, all the relevant items become worthless. NFT solves these limits in character,
item transactions. NFT is stored in blockchain public Database not in the developer’s or publisher’s
database so transfer of value is free. Making items as NFT makes item trade free not constrained by
a single game or single region, and user ownership of item to the fullest.
ONSTON can provide not only real sense of item ownership to users but also values more than that
to NFT. Using the ONSTON NFT Creator Tool can turn even NFT which is no longer valuable or
usable in other metaverse into NFT of greater value. Anytime and anywhere, the NFT asset is
recognized for its value on ONSTON Metaverse. ONSTON Metaverse can accept NFTs of other
Metaverses through ONSTON NFT Creator and it is expected that the process to converge and
create a variety of items will inspire more creators as it is based on higher degree of freedom and
creativity.

3. ONSTON Introduction
ONSTON Multi-Metaverse – The Metaverse station of Metaverse
ONSTON is a decentralized multi-metaverse and aims to be a gateway where freely crosses all
metaverses. ONSTON is both a link and a hub to either integrate or expand all members of
metaverse communities. ONSTON team is going to establish a multi-metaverse in order to integrate

various metaverses.
Based on multi-metaverse, ONSTON is a virtual world where users in 3D avatar with varied NFT
objects can enjoy multifarious games and do economic activities. ONSTON team will utilize its own
VR and AR production know-hows, facial recognition technology and VR game technology for
establishing game, economy, culture and communication platforms in ONSTON Metaverse so to
provide users further advanced experience.

In addition to that, ONSTON will have multiple metaverses interconnected each other so the users
can enjoy various contents. By using ONSTON creator Tool, those NFT used in other metaverses can
be changed into ONSTON NFT. Through this, users can own the items in real sense.
We build a novel concept of metaverse targeting to make ONSTON Token, the key currency of
ONSTON, to be used in multi-metaverse ecosystem.
ONSTON multi-metaverse is fair and equal to all. The goal of ONSTON is to create dispersed
metaverse where everyone is happy.

3.1 ONSTON Metaverse – Play to Earn

Welcome to ONSTON
ONSTON Metaverse does not simply provides environment but also create environment where users
can perform P2E activities so to motivate users’ activities.
A myriad of NFT LANDs over ONSTON Metaverse, NFTs which users are making, and materials
required for production, all are deeply and sophisticatedly interconnected with ONSTON Metaverse
economic activities, and just like in reality, users engaged in the activities can receive rewards which
can generate profits. ONSTON Metaverse is not a place where assets are merely consumed but it
also offers luxurious environment where you can acquire assets through the Metaverse activities.

3.1.1 LAND

What is ONSTON’s LAND
LAND is own unique space where a wide range of freedom is guaranteed for users. They can make
own space within ONSTON Metaverse.
Users can make the granted LAND as an independent space by applying own smart contract with
unique rules. They can arrange and decorate own space with buildings and furniture they make, and
even invite other users to their LAND and share together. Also, users can make own architects or
furniture decorations into NFT. To create these, users can get materials on quests while they are
exploring ONSTON Metaverse or acquire from mining zone. Or they directly purchase in
marketplaces.

New LAND with auctions
LAND in ONSTON is asset. Users compete each other over popular space, and ONSTON provide
users a certain area of LAND regularly via auction. And digital lands acquired via auction are
registered in NFT under the owner. These auctions are done in ONSTON currencies and all profits
incurred from the auction will be incinerated publicly for sake of the soundness of ONSTON
economy.
LAND FOR GUILD
ONSTON provides LAND for guilds.
Guilds can use the given LAND, and LANDs differ in sizes and locations according to contributions
by guilds in Metaverse. The provided LANDs can be used for various purposes such as economic
activities and Landmark construction.
Profits coming through guild’s economic activities will be distributed to its members according to
one’s contribution. Also, extra income can be made from commission fee if there is a user to uses
the constructed landmark. Materials required for such landmark construction can be acquired from
quests, mining zone or marketplace.

3.1.2 XR 3D Avatar

ONSTON supports XR 3D Avatar. In ONSTON metaverse, users can select an avatar character from

sophisticated styes and templates, and the avatar constructed in 3D gives realistic feeling because it
is built based on user’s selfie and using vision computing and machine learning technology.
Therefore, there can not be the same avatar in metaverse, users can have second character acting as
sub-character. When users are active in metaverse via VR HMD, they can feel similar to what they
experience in the real world.

3.1.3 Entertainment
Metaverse Concert
The ONSTON project will collaborate with top class entertainment companies to present metaverse
concerts, exhibitions and events, and issue NFT tickets and souvenirs.
ONSTON's XR 3D avatar and the audience gather together in one space on the metaverse to enjoy a
realistic concert in VR together, which is now a part of our upcoming future.

ONSTON together with ICONIC Sound, iHQ, 2Y Entertainment, IOK Company.

3.1.4 VR experience space

ONSTON Metaverse has default space with in VR experience
ONSTON's metaverse does not start from empty land. The foundation initially prepares basic sights
and entertainment for users. By providing various spaces such as amusement parks, concert halls,
and shopping centers in advance, users can predict what they can do with empty spaces, helping to
fill new spaces.
ONSTON offers a varied VR experience space in each area of Metaverse. Among them, in the
amusement park, every ride is given independent VR image, and users need small amount of
ONSTON token to take a ride. And advertisement boards are installed in every corner of the
amusement park for natural exposure to users. Even if not for this type of advertisement, corporate
advertisements can make linked with users at many places in the ONSTON metaverse. Companies
pay ONSTON tokens as fee for advertisement.

3.1.5 ECO SYSTEM

Mining Zone
There are Mining Zones in ONSTON.
Materials (stone, tree, metal ... etc.) needed for different production can be obtained from Mining.
Each material is graded, and rare materials can be acquired by certain probability. Rare materials are
also produced by combining lower grade materials. The collected materials also be sold on ONSTON
shops so that users can enjoy economic activities.

REAL AVATAR (NFT)
REAL 3D (NFT)

ONSTON SHOP
In the economic activity system route ONSTON, ONSTON shops are on each area. Algorithm of

supply and demand automatically updates market prices of materials in ONSTON shops. For that,
price differences among shops in different areas enable economic activities and influx of population
can be ensured through all area.
At ONSTON Shop, different materials are sold and purchased, at that time, ONSTON is going to
provide a dashboard which users can check upon Buy/Sell market price for each material in each
area. Through the dashboard, users can buy the necessary materials at the reasonable price or move
to a shop in the area where the user wants to sell.

3.2 ONSTON NFT Platform

ONSTON Multi-Metaverse utilizes NFT to grant ownership and autonomy to players and creators.

NFT in general is a token to verify the digital ownership of physical assets linked with the token, it
enables the creator to release work in digitalized way without exposing it to risk of the forgery. Via
this, ownership and copyright are recognized for the ONSTON Metaverse avatar, lands, buildings,
and things and led to safe economic activities.
ONSTON can provide not only real sense of item ownership to users but also greater values to NFT.
Using the ONSTON NFT Creator Tool can turn even NFT which is no longer valuable or usable in
other metaverse into NFT of greater value. Anytime and anywhere, the NFT asset is recognized for its
value on ONSTON Metaverse. They are re-interpreted and changed via ONSTON’s unique NFT
Creator system. That is, they are created into NFT which can be traded in ONSTON Multi-metaverse
so that they are used to flexibly combine items and NFTs in the Multi-metaverse ecosystem. The
transformed NFTs are going to be used in ONSTON Metaverse and this tool is going to inspire more
creators and developers.
ONSTON would like to be serving as a Station where users from other metaverse platforms can
enjoy games, experience various resources as well as trade NFT and virtual assets in possession in
ONSTON Metaverse. Via the expandability, compatibility, and flexibility that ONSTON provides, the
colorful experience in the virtual world can be more widely enjoyed.

NFT Creator & Marketplace
Currently many Metaverse Platforms provide very high degree of creative freedom to users through
NFT production system with high degree of freedom.
And now Metaverse is set as undeniably global trend and many developers and artists visioning
their own Metaverse and NFT are rushing to Metaverse world. It is expected that more and more
Metaverse platforms will be created, and developers and artists will come along. And ONSTON can
play a role of one massive station where NFT on such various metaverses are traded.

Most of NFT production systems provided on metaverse platform guarantee users the NFT, although
the ownership is recognized only in that metaverse ecosystem. ONSTON NFT Creator is not. For
NFTs, values are not exchangeable and contained on the existing, different Metaverses, and the
system in ONSTON Metaverse can offset the drawbacks and keep values of NFTs to some extent
regardless of Metaverse.
NFT Object used in various metaverse can be transformed into a new NFT or combined with other
NFT object via ONSTON Creator Tool, and the transformed or combined NFT can be usable in
ONSTON Metaverse or other metaverses. The ONSTON NFT Marketplace trade the transformed NFT.

Transforming NFT or using NFT Creator would require certain cost. At that time, considering it MultiMetaverse ecosystem, payment can be made with the key currency ONSTON, and fees can be paid
with other virtual assets.
ONSTON Metaverse will invent a way to integrate diverse users who want to fulfill own creative
desires via NFT, and the existing metaverses and upcoming metaverses.

3.3 ONSTON Technologies

3.3.1 NFT Creator

It is a technology to combine and transform various NFTs to create a new NFT.
NFT Creator
1. Have NFT Objectives made by ONSTON rendered through AI process and then store the previous
NFT objectives in storage.
2. Randomly combine the AI-rendered images using AI again and input numerical values to create
new random NFT objects.
3. Final Goal : ONSTON Creator provides a way to create, assemble, and share a new 3D model with
an NFT object obtained from ONSTON Marketplace Or make it usable in other supported metaverse.
NFT Creator LEVEL 1

Image recognition engine technology
An image recognition engine is an engine that recognizes objects contained in an image and
classifies what images are based on the recognized results.
Use knowledge graphs to understand more detailed and accurate images.
The image recognition engine utilizes a knowledge graph in the process of understanding the
meaning of an image through object recognition in the image. Compared to conventional image
recognition products that simply learn images tagged with words or sentences, more detailed and
accurate image understanding is possible through linkage with meaning-based knowledge graphs.

Main function
The image recognition engine serves to process incoming images in real time to recognize situations
and provide recognized information to applications. To this end, it can consist of a visual analysis
module that analyzes various information in an image and a visual understanding module to

understand the situation based on the analyzed information.

Level2 : Final Goal
ONSTON Creator provides a way to create, assemble, and share a new 3D model with an NFT object
obtained from ONSTON Marketplace Or make it usable in other supported metaverse.
The AI image engine recognizes NFT objects of different metaverse
Recognized NFT objects can be recreated, created, and combined into 3D models of the engine.

Level2 : Final Goal

3.3.2 ONSTON SDK

ONSTON SDK is technology used in ONSTON Creator Tool, and it integrates applicable 3D objects in

the ONSTON Metaverse with 2D objects used outside Metaverse by using Layer-2 programming, as
well as with 3 D texture-less objects by using deep learning. The technology can re-create into NFT
applicable on Metaverse from NFT though not on partnership.

3.3.3 EDIT TOOL

Genesis Tool
Genesis Tool is the name of production edit tool which ONSTON provides.
The mission of ONSTON team is to construct a system where users can create game, economic and
cultural activities, share and play. Those NFT objects created by Edit tools can be traded without
central control, and the profits can activate decentralized market.

3.3.4 3D Material Machine learning

ONSTON's 3D avatar for XR (Extended Reality) based on 3D machine learning accurately reproduces

the user's facial movements and appearance, so it can be used seamlessly to convey emotions and
body language to others. This further emphasizes the importance of their existence.
Full body realism is still in its infancy, but it offers opportunities as technology advances rapidly.
Emotional expression conveyed through body language and facial expressions are actually more
important than photorealism in creating fully immersive interactions.
XR (extended Reality) is a term that refers to a technology that enables mixed reality or mixed reality,
including virtual reality and augmented reality. Interaction and experience in three-dimensional space.
It is attracting attention as a technology that can increase realistic immersion in untact services.

4. TOKENOMICS
4.1 Token Economy
4.1.1 Token Distribution

TOKENOMICS
COMMUNITY REWARD(2%)

20,000,000

FOUNDERS(5%)

50,000,000

PLATFORM REWARD(8%)

80,000,000

PATNERS(10%)

100,000,000

ECOSYSTEM(10%)

100,000,000

RESERVE(10%)

100,000,000

R&D(15%)

150,000,000

MARKETING(15%)

150,000,000

TOKEN SALE(25%)

250,000,000

4.1.2 Using and Earns

Users

The users use ONSTON when purchasing or renting items, materials, or LAND. Furthermore, the
ONSTON token is used when users buy or rent the NFT at the Marketplace, decorate LAND or create
contents, create or merge NFT, upgrade or consume materials, create or use AR/VR contents, or
upgrade contents.
The users acquire the ONSTON when they sell materials, sell or rent LAND, write on the community
or contribute to the platform through promotion

ns at the ONSTON Shop. At the

same time, users can earn the ONSTON tokens through diverse market ecosystem mechanisms, such
as selling or renting out NFT, selling or renting AR/VR content by uploading them on the NFT
Marketplace, or guild activities.
Advertisers
The advertisers open a store on the metaverse ecosystem to increase the advertisement exposure
and use ONSTON to pay for the advertisement expenses. For the additional advertisement expenses,
such as the advertising recommendation cost, advertisers will use the ONSTON tokens.
Companies
To open an ONSTON store, companies use the ONSTON tokens to purchase and rent LAND or
create and upgrade corporate content.

4.2 ONSTON Business Model
4.2.1 ONSTON NFT Marketplace Fees

NFT Marketplace fees is 5% of every transaction taking place in ONSTON NFT Marketplace. Users
and partners can form NFT freely at any time. Royalty can be set up to 10%. And the profit will be
created every time the NFT which I created is sold as secondary work in the ONSTON NFT
Marketplace.

4.2.2 ONSTON Shop Fees

When materials are purchased for building or item at shops in any ONSTON area, shop fees incurs
every transaction. And the certain % of fees incur in addition to the fees which go to guild if the
shop is operated by the guild.

4.2.3 Company advertisement fee

For advertisement placed in each area of ONSTON or advertising boards such as VR, landmark which

ONSTON produces, or braded contents at a company’s request, etc., companies pay fees for
advertisement. And all of the advertisement becomes the profit source for ONSTON.

4.2.4 LAND Auction fees and transaction fees

There are special LANDs which can be purchased via auction in addition to LAND provided to
individual users and guilds as basic property. And auction fees and fees incurring if the LAND is
traded via separate trade process in the future will be the profit source of ONSTON.

4.3 ONSTON Holder benefits

ONSTON token holders have commission benefits for all transactions. For example, when holding up
1,000 ONSTON, 0.5 % of commission fee is discounted, and there is additional 1% discount for the

top 2% of guild community members. Such discount benefits may differ depending on the ONSTON
value, accumulated transaction amount, and period of ONSTON possession.

5. Community
5.1 Guild DAO System

Guild Community is a community formed by guilds from many areas in ONSTON Metaverse to seek
to develop respective areas.
In each AREA, users can form multiple guilds and the representative AREA guild is selected by users
who own ONSTON governance and can participate in the management of applicable AREA.
The AREA representative guild is given a right to operate shops and a right to sell, lend and

demonstrate own signature NFT or other productions.
Some areas are offered to guild on ONSTON. The provided AREAs are cultivated by guilds in
collaboration. Concerts or amusement parks and other cultural entertainment facilities are developed
so that profits from sales and lending can be enjoyed, or their own landmark can be built in the
AREA.

5.2 Multi Community

We believe that multi-Metaverse world in ONSTON can be strong medium to attract all Metaverses
into blockchain technology.
A community is going to be created To interlink with all communities on Metaverse connected with
ONSTON Metaverse.
ONSTON team will develop the following tools for the above stated goal.
•

Searching tools for markets in all metaverses

•

Searching tools for users in all metaverses

•

Searching tools for games in all metaverses

•

Searching tools for NFT in all metaverses

•

Searching tools for P2E in all metaverses

5.2 SNS

The ONSTON Multi-Metaverse Project is a space where all metaverses can freely enter and exit and

is the space where you can meet new global users the most.
In the ONSTON metaverse, the economic activity system allows users to participate in economic
activities together, rather than a structure that generates revenue only for creators and producers. By
making economic activities possible for more diverse people, ONSTON's users can be diversified.
The SNS space in the metaverse enables influencers to sell their videos or photos as NFTs and sell
them and make NFT sales or VR fan meetings through fan subscription (free or ONSTON). (Internet
Broadcasting, Instagram, TikTok, etc.)
Easy making NFT
The ONSTON SNS application is linked in real-time with the ONSTON Metaverse, and it helps to
make NFT easily by going through a simple process after shooting through the NFT camera function
on ONSTON SNS.
The camera function of ONSTON SNS is equipped with VR photo or video shooting function.
NFT works created on ONSTON SNS can be traded on ONSTON Metaverse Marketplace.

Meeting global users

Multi Metaverse is a place where the floating population of global users is concentrated. SNS users aim to
break down global boundaries by communicating not only with domestic fans but also with global users.

6 . ROA D M A P

2022
- Development ONSTON Blockchain frame-work
- Create 3D Land platform Objects
- Development ONSTON SNS platform
- Close-Beta ONSTON Metaverse world
- Development Metaverse Concerts
- Development VR Experience space
- Development Crypto Swap service with Decentralized Finance
- Launching ONSTON SNS platform SDK
- Development XR 3D Avatar technology

2023
- Development Genesis Tool
- Development ONSTON SNS App
- Launching ONSTON NFT Marketplace
- Training ONSTON Metaverse SDK in ONSTON Metaverse
- Development Metaverse Concerts
- Implement XR technology with ONSTON SNS
- Launching ONSTON SNS Mobile App
- Show XR concert in ONSTON Metaverse

2024
- Development ONSTON Station for implement with other Metaverses

7. Exemption clause
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS “NOTICE” SECTION CAREFULLY. This section of Whitepaper
contains characteristics, objectives, restrictions and Dapple’s business policy with legal issues. By
reading this Whitepaper, you are considered to be agreed to acknowledge and understand the
statements provided in this section. Please read the following notice carefully.
No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced, distributed or disseminated
in any way without the prior written consent of the Foundation or the Distributor. The contents of
this Whitepaper may modify and change without prior notice. This Whitepaper, or any part thereof,
as well as any copies, must not be taken or transmitted to any country where distribution or
dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited ore restricted.

The Whitepaper and the Website may

be translated into a language other than Korean and in the event of conflict or ambiguity between
the Korean language version and translated versions of the Whitepaper or the Website, Korean
language versions shall prevail.
Risk Warning
By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you acknowledge and understand

and agree that you have been warned these risks: risks of government regulatory changes, risks of
economic fluctuations, risks of hacker attacks, risks of management, risks of capital liquidity, risks of
price fluctuations and other risks that may arise. You acknowledge that cryptocurrency may not hold
any asset value. Acquisition of cryptocurrency does not present an exchange for any form of
ordinary shares and/or other forms of assent. By reading statements provided in this Whitepaper,
you understand and acknowledge disclaimers. Please understand price fluctuations of cryptocurrency
before you make any investment due to its nature. Since cryptocurrency is not a legal tender that is
indemnified by government, the value of cryptocurrency may affected by legal or regulatory
exposure, and/or external market changes. Investing in cryptocurrency may cause heavy loss since
the market works for 7 days, 24 hours without inferior/upper limits and other safety gears that are

applied in traditional stock market.
Unproven cryptocurrencies have high risks of delisting from exchanges, market manipulation and
may become the subject for illegal activities such as market manipulation of speculative forces. You
are responsible for your investment in cryptocurrency, so please make a prudent investment.

Important legal notices and exemption provisions
The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only and does not
constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any
offer to sell any product, item or asset (whether digital or otherwise). Especially, this Whitepaper is
not any kind of guidebook, security providing document, or advice of purchasing, investing for stock
or financial product. The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element
of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the
accuracy or completeness of such information.
Your contribution to the Foundation is not any form of an exchange of ordinary shares, and that
being said, you will not receive any form of dividends, or other profit shares. Your right to use the
service provided by the Foundation’s platform does not represent that you entitled the legal
ownership of the Foundation.
You are responsible to research and analyze the Foundation’s services and products. Nothing herein
constitutes legal. You should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor(s)
before engaging in any activity in connection herewith. The contents and/or information provided in
this Whitepaper are not complete and any of the written statement in this Whitepaper is related with
contract of any kind.
No responsibility, guarantee, representation

The Foundation, the Distributor and the Dapple team do not and do not purport to make, and
hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or undertaking to any entity or person (including
without limitation warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability of the
contents of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published by the Foundation or
the Distributor). To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Foundation, the Distributor, their
affiliates and service providers shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or
other losses of any kind.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in the
Whitepaper or the Website. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction.

The Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources.
The Foundation, the distributor and/or the Dapper team have not independently verified the
accuracy or completion of such information. The Whitepaper or the Website may be amended or
replaced from time to time. There are no obligations to update the Whitepaper or the Website, or to
provide recipients with access to any information beyond what is provided herein.

Forward-Looking statements
This Whitepaper includes forward-looking statements which reflect the Distributor’s current views
with respect to execution roadmap, financial performance, business strategy and future plan, both
with respect to the Distributor and the sectors and industries in which the Distributor operates.
All forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties.
Personal Information Protection / Security
This Whitepaper contains specified statements regarding personal information/privacy protection.
The Foundation, distributors and the team members put utmost effort to maintain strong personal
information protection but internet information transmission system is not 100% secure and the
Foundation, distributions and the Dapple team cannot guarantee your personal information.
By reading this Whitepaper,
You acknowledge and understand all the risks stated above.
You are not depended on the materials stated in this Whitepaper when you make purchase of
cryptocurrency.
You are investing at your own expense and you are following all the regulations and requirements
when you are making purchase of cryptocurrency.
You acknowledge and understand that cryptocurrency holds no value, external currency convertibility
or cashability.
You acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to purchase any cryptocurrency if
you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise), domiciliary and/or green card holder of a

geographic area or country (i) where it is likely that the sale of cryptocurrency would be construed
as the sale of a security, financial service or investment product and/or (ii) where participation in
token sales is prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act (including
without limitation of the United States of America, New Zealand, Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands,
People’s Republic of China, Cayman Islands.

